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Production Team Goes to the Ends of the Earth— Literally 
 
[Chicago, IL] The production team for Polarity Ensemble Theatre’s OTHELLO in mask will 
travel half way around the world to research theatrical techniques this summer. OTHELLO  
in mask Director Zack Brenner and Producer Abigail Trabue will depart for a twelve day tour 
of Japan on August 10th.  
 
While in Japan, the two will immerse themselves in theatre in all of its forms. Scheduled 
already to attend ballet, Kabuki, Noh, and a Japanese version of Phantom of the Opera, 
Brenner and Trabue also plan to sit in on some rehearsals, attend an opera, and participate in 
Kwidurai, a Japanese ritual of feasting. Their deepest regret is that they will be missing Sumo 
season by a matter of weeks. 
 
“In many ways, OTHELLO is about a clash of foreign identities,” Brenner said. “Othello the 
Moor marries a European. He is surrounded by a culture, by a wife and by a trusted 
counselor who is bent on destroying him. His inability to understand defeats him.” 
 
“Our production will put the conflict in Othello’s mind in a physical form,” Trabue said. 
“Our actors will use masks. We will match the style of mask and acting technique to the 
individual character, incorporating elements of Commedia Dell’arte, Classic Greek, and 
European Masquerade. Adding Japanese stoicism and focus will create a poignant contrast 
to the European side of the production.” 
 
“This show will be like nothing anyone has seen before,” Brenner said. “We’re going all the 
way to Japan to make sure we’ve got our technique down. And this is the time to do it. As 
Japanese culture becomes westernized, traditional forms of theatre, such as Kabuki, Noh, 
Kyogen, and Bunraku, risk losing their discipline and style. That’s why we have to go now.” 
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OTHELLO in mask by William Shakespeare runs November 10th through December 10th at the Side 
Project Theatre, 1439 West Jarvis, Chicago. Performances are Friday and Saturday at 8 pm and 
Sunday at 3 pm. Tickets are $20 general admission will be available online at www.PETheatre.com 
or by calling 847-293-7705 beginning October 10th. Group, student and industry discounts are 
available. Interviews with Director Zack Brenner and Producer Abigail Trabue may be arranged 
through Richard Engling at 847-475-1139. Media nights are November 10th, 11th and 12th. Polarity 
Ensemble Theatre is a member of the League of Chicago Theatres. 
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